Several optical schemes have been proposed to measure the separate contributions of atmospheric layers for astronomical adaptive optics. I show here that simple conjugation of the wave-front sensors to the layers is sufficient. Although a larger camera is required for a larger field of view, only the pixels that sense stars are being read out. The nearly periodic Hartmann data are analyzed by Fourier filtering so that the signals from all stars are added up while most of the noise is excluded. Acoustic Hartmann wave-front sensors [Opt. Lett. 26, 1834Lett. 26, (2001] that switch between layers improve f lexibility and sensitivity.
More and more telescopes are now being equipped with adaptive-optics systems. These systems include a wave-front sensor, a wave-front corrector, and a control system to process the measured wave front into commands for the corrector. Such a system can gain a significant f ield of view by use of more than one sensor and more than one corrector (see the review in Ref. 1) . The basic scheme, now under development in some observatories, requires that a few stars be detected with a few matching sensors [ Fig. 1(a) ] and that the tomographic data that are solved for be processed into commands for the correctors. These correctors are usually optically conjugated to the most disturbing atmospheric layers. In stellar f ields lacking nearby stars for this purpose, laser guide stars can be used.
There have also been other approaches in which wave-front measurement is layer oriented rather then star oriented. The f irst called for creating an ordered grid of bright laser spots or fringes to be detected by a Hartmann -Shack sensor with a wide field of view in each lenslet. 2, 3 The resulting periodic pattern in each lenslet focus is Fourier analyzed for gross movement and linked with the lower atmospheric layers; then internal distortions, associated with higher turbulence, are compared among lenslets. A somewhat similar approach is taken in solar adaptive optics. 4 Direct detection of the layers' turbulence by addition of light crossing these layers is more eff icient. 5, 6 Use is made of a pyramid wave-front sensor, which can be viewed as two orthogonal knife-edges. The refractive pyramid is placed against the magnif ied image of the star, providing four gradients of the wave front that correspond to the knife-edges. These gradients are measured in detectors that are conjugate to the atmospheric layers of interest [ Fig. 1(b) ]. In the multistar version, light from the magnif ied beacons, each def lected by its corresponding pyramid, is added onto the same layer detector. Thus each point in the detector collects the light from all beacons passing through the conjugate layer. This is an efficient rearrangement of the Hartmann-Shack sensor, since the pixel size can be chosen according to the turbulence strength.
In this method the pyramids are to be moved to locations conjugate to the natural or artif icial beacons.
However, if a laser fringe pattern is being used as multiple guide stars, it is possible to have a rigid pyramid array and instead match the fringes to it. In this case the pyramids can be replaced with holograms or blazed gratings for steering of the monochromatic light to the corresponding layer detectors. 7 The (incoherent) addition of the laser spots on the layer detectors allows a great reduction in the total laser power required. This is because the total number of detector pixels, which is equal to the sum of isoplanatic patches in the different layers, is not much larger than that for the integrated atmosphere. 1, 7 Assume now that a Hartmann -Shack sensor is optically conjugated to a high atmospheric layer, such that the layer is imaged on the plane of the lenslets. This sensor will yield the wave-front gradients in this layer. By use of a beam splitter, another portion of the incoming beacons' light can be imaged on such a separate sensor. But the lenslets in this second sensor are now conjugated to another layer, providing the wave-front gradients at that layer. As each layer has its typical turbulence, the lenslet pitch in the conjugate to that layer can be made to match its Fried parameter, r 0 . More detectors can be added for more layers, each with unique spacing [ Fig. 1(c) ]. Currently this is achieved by variable magnification or by replacement of rigid lenslet arrays.
Recently, a f lexible sensor was developed that imposes the same periodic modulation on the incoming wave front in the same manner as lenslet arrays. This modulation is achieved in the near f ield of two crossed, standing acoustic waves. 8 When the atmosphere becomes more turbulent, the acoustic period can be increased to better sample it. When turbulence is lower, a longer acoustic period is tuned, since the number of photons per period increases and the relative noise decreases. It is suggested that these f lexible sensors be used to measure the different layers, each with its typical turbulence and corresponding acoustic period. Because of the depth available in these f lexible wave-front sensors, it is also possible to cascade different acoustic standing waves at different conjugates with the same camera, alternating between the layers. Thus one acoustic array is excited at one frequency and conjugate to one layer, and its spot pattern with the wave-front slopes is measured. Then this array is switched off, and a lower array, conjugate to the lower layer, is turned on within a few microseconds. The same camera measures the slopes in the second layer at a different frequency, and so on [ Fig. 1(d) ]. The focal length of these acoustic caustics can be tuned to the distance to the camera by a change in the input power. One can choose the integration time of the different layers to maximize the ratio of signal to noise.
How can these layer-conjugated detectors (rigid or f lexible) measure a multiplicity of beacons? Their field of view has to be wide enough to include these beacons, so that in each focal area of each lenslet there are multiple images of the various stars. One can reduce the very large number of pixels necessary to register these images by reading out only the ones near the beacons' images and ignoring the rest of the sky. The global shift of the whole pattern in each lenslet yields the wave-front gradients at the corresponding area of the conjugate layer. Other defocused layers cause minute internal shifts of the stars inside each lenslet that one may trace back to the layer 2,3 to enhance direct measurement of the stars with the conjugate sensor.
It is customary to extract the slope of the wave front by calculation of the centroid in each Hartmann -Shack lenslet. When the f lexible array is used, spectral filtering methods are better suited to the application, as they are less sensitive to accurate registration of the focal spots to the detector pixels. The whole spot pattern is transformed, and the directional wave-front gradients are identified as the horizontal and vertical sidelobes of the Fourier spectrum (Fig. 2) . Direct commands for the wave-front corrector can now be taken from these two sidelobes. 9 This spectral method also lends itself to use in future large telescopes in which the number of lenslets (rigid or f lexible) will be large and the centroiding process slower.
In the case of nearer laser beacons (Rayleigh or sodium layer), an additional shift and additional defocus occur between the images in the different lenslets. The effect of defocus can be somewhat overcome by placement of the camera between the high and low foci to get a similar spot size for stars and laser spots. Then, there are two ways to deal with the image scales of natural and artificial beacons. In the f irst method the images of all beacons are calculated in each lenslet regardless of their origin. In the second method the natural images and the artificial ones are separated after readout and processed separately (empty subfields are skipped for the sake of speed and noise reduction) and pieced together again in two images of the detector spots: natural and artificial. Because the two images have a slightly different spatial frequency, their Fourier transforms will produce the same information but placed radially apart. Thus their corresponding sidelobes can be added together. The pixel where they differ is the central one of each sidelobe: Its phase is the tip and tilt of the wave front as sensed by the two different sets of beacons. 2 It is also possible to measure the natural beacons alone in short periods when the laser is off or through a dichroic mirror. Because the main need for additional natural stars is for global slope and low-order modes, these stars can be measured by a simpler, separate detector.
The spectral method of analysis of the data adds the signals from all pixels, and the Poisson and read noise are evenly distributed over the whole Fourier domain, thus improving the ratio of signal to noise at the spatial frequency band of the lenslets. 10 Suppose that the camera holds p 3 p pixels, where each pixel has an angular size on the sky of a fraction k # 1 of the diffraction spot l͞d rad, the ratio of wavelength to lenslet diameter. Assuming a few stars in the f ield of view of each lenslet, it is possible to estimate the number of relevant pixels to be read out. Suppose the beacons are spread over a f ield of F 2 rad 2 , equivalent to ͑Fd͞kl͒ 2 pixels. There are ͑D͞d͒ 2 lenslets inside the telescope aperture (of diameter D), and when multiplied, there are p 2 ͑FD͞kl͒ 2 pixels all together that are facing all the lenslets. This number of pixels is as if the wide f ield were measured by the full telescope. Now assume that b beacons are used, natural or artificial, each requiring q pixels across to measure it (with the diffraction spot oversampled, kq . 1).
Multiplying by the number of lenslets, one finds that m b͑q D͞d͒ 2 pixels are to be read out. This result means that these pixels are a small fraction of the whole array: m͞p 2 b͑q ͞F͒ 2 ͑kl͞d͒ 2 , or the ratio of the combined area of all the beacons to the area of the whole field. For example, four beacons inside a 1 0 field, each measured over eight pixels across in 0.5 00 pixels, require that only 2% of the camera area be read out. These wasted (unread) pixels are the greatest disadvantage of the this scheme. However, if all stars in the f ield, bright and weak, are measured with larger telescopes, they might provide enough photons to reduce the need for laser beacons. 5 To appreciate the effect of noise, let us assume that there are N photons from all beacons in one layer-conjugate sensor. The Fourier transform of the spot pattern, also of size p 3 p, will include all N photons, and in each sidelobe also nearly N photons. The total noise is spread evenly, such that the variance of each Fourier frequency 9 will be ͑N 1 s r 2 m͒͞p 2 arising from the Poisson noise and from lesser read noise of s r per pixel. With turbulence, the width of each sidelobe includes all the modes, or degrees of freedom measured. There are two orthogonal sidelobes for the two gradients (the other two are their Hermitian conjugates), and each frequency has two degrees of freedom, its amplitude and phase (Fig. 2) . The width of these sidelobes is limited to the distance between them, or else they will contain data from the next sidelobe. Since the lenslet frequency is D͞d, the f irst sidelobes are centered at pixels 6D͞d, so D͞d is also the bandwidth. Thus the two wave-front slopes are fully described by two sidelobes, each with ͑D͞d͒ 2 independent complex modes. Since nearly the same number of photons N is now divided into that many modes in the sidelobes, each mode gets on the average approximately N͑͞D͞d͒ 2 photons. Thus the average signal-to-noise ratio per mode is ͓N ͑͞D͞d͒ 2 ͔͓͑͞N 1 s r 2 m͒͞p 2 ͔ 1͞2 N 1͞2 p͑d ͞ D͒ 2 ͞ ͑1 1 s r 2 m͞N͒ 1͞2 . However, not all modes are equal. The shape of the sidelobes is the Fourier transform of the wave-front slopes over the telescope aperture 9 ; the low modes are higher than this noise level, and the high modes are below it. Notice the strong dependence of the signal on the size d of the lenslets, and hence the advantage of using a layer-dependent sensor with larger d when the turbulence is weaker.
